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“You can’t solve a problem on 
the same level that it was 
created. You have to rise 

above it to the next level.” 

Meeting needs of SMEs & mid-corporate for their business 
strategy, investments, financial deals and data analytics, as 
well as fundraising solutions for growth & transformation. 
 
- A global boutique investment banking and management consulting firm 
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Company Vision & Mission 

Inno-Vest is trusted with mission to deliver high-
performance curated solutions to mid-
corporates & SMEs that are aiming growth and 
transformation focused at investments, M&A, 
buyouts, spin-offs, JVs, sell outs et al’, services 

Our vision is to be operative across geographies, 
integrating key business processes into value 
creating strategy formulations, analytics, 
financial planning, valuations, benchmarking, 
external investments etc. that results in better 
decision while furthering drivers of impact. 

Client Base 

Over the last 4 years, we have worked on 
deliverables from companies such as Av**, 
AutoT***, EII**, TrendyDi***, Laco** (India), 
Makem***, M/S Vis*** Dairy, DNG Tele***, Serv***, 
Da*** Pharmaceuticals, Fitno****, Sri** Foods, CL* 
Healthcare, Al** Electronics, Emm**** 
Technologies, Kaa•••, Gro•••, TG** Pvt Ltd etc. 
delivering successful small and large solutions, 
optimizing business ops, aiding management 
decisions at the board level using business 
management tools, expertise, experience, 
business knowledge, core skills for growth, 
synergizing and fundraising activities. 
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Organizational Outline 

Inno-Vest has a global partner network with 
meeting offices at Mumbai, Pune, NCR and 
Bengaluru, registered at Nagpur. With experts in 
its consulting, it has global partners, analysts, and 
outsourced services through associates across 
business investment vertical.  

Director - Digvijay Madàmē, MFin, MBA  

Partners/Associates/Collaborators - 

Abhiritu Consulting, Pune 
Dhingra Associates, IIT – B, Mumbai  
Aroh Marketing, Delhi/NCR 
SSME Hospitality, Malaysia 
& mentors/collaborators/contributors.. 

Key Members - 

A Kamath-22 yrs, heads BA/BI 
M Verma-15 yrs, heads Info Tech 
M Balakrishana-IT Analytics 
B Gupta, Banking Finance 
Karthik C, Data Analyst/Statistician 
A Sharma, Financial & Business Analytics 
 
Legal - 
Leading legal firm, Nariman Point, Mumbai 

-Albert Einstein 
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Valuations 
Data and Business Analytics 

Financial Planning & Analysis 
Competition Intelligence 

Equity & Market Research 
HNI Fund Management 
Portfolio Management 

Investment Banking 
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Company Goals 

We aim to ensure high standard of services, wherein 
our teams of experts form a backbone of decision 
making for companies to help grow, network & get 
ahead its competition. 

Financial Highlights 

Inno-Vest had a fulfilling past year turnover and is 
expected to cross 60%+ top line growth in F.Y.18-19. 

Services 

Ø Strategy Consulting 
Ø Critical Management Solutions 
Ø Equity Investments 
Ø Valuations 
Ø Debt Syndications 
Ø KPI and Benchmarking 
Ø Hybrid Investments 
Ø Lean Processes & Optimizations 
Ø Factoring & Discounting of bills/invoices 
Ø LBOs, carve-outs & divestitures 
Ø Multidimensional Scaling up of business 
Ø Enhanced Logistics Efficiencies 
Ø Data analysis by basic regression 
Ø Cluster Analysis & CART application 
Ø Financial Modeling 
Ø Time Series Modeling  
Ø Market Analysis, Equity Research 
Ø Simulations-Monte Carlo 
Ø Hedge Funds advisory 
Ø Portfolio Management for HNIs 
Ø Equity Syndications 
Ø Business outsourced Solutions 
Ø Financial Planning and analyses 
Ø Advisory on IT ERM/ERP Solutions 
Ø Implement take-over management 
Ø Assisting board of directors with key financial 

decisions 
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Company Capabilities 

Inno-Vest best understands client’s KPIs, be required 
per Conversion Rates, Hurdle Rates, Average Order 
Value, Days/Visits to Purchase, Customer Lifetime 
Value (CLV), Visitor Loyalty/Recency, Sales Per 
Session (SPS), Task Completion Rate, Share of 
Search, Market Share, ROICs, ROE/ROA and/or 
financial ratios etc. that are assessed via systematic 
methods, using decision tools, knowledge and skills.  

We have worked locally, and globally, for some of 
the best in industry, and MNCs, in financial, IT, 
services, or manufacturing viz. Infosys, IBM, BCG, 
faculty/government banking as also have tie-up 
with ministries, ASEAN nations, numerous consulates 
etc. and have acquired required domain expertise 
for mature SME decisions. Be it a fast paced SME or 
a developing mid-corporate, we are equipped to 
fulfill all strategy, analytics (user) & investment roles. 

Strategic Partnerships 

Inno-Vest is a boutique investment bank that drives 
its core functions by forming strategic partnerships 
with financial institutions, merchant/retail banks, 
NBFCs, co-operatives, VC/PEs & family offices, both 
in India and abroad.  

In the past years, we had assistance from world’s 
leading incubators, investment and/or startup 
entities, such as Indian Angel Network, RISE, Angel 
Network, FICCI, CII, CANBANK, NASSCOM, Startup 
Istanbul, and Angel.co etc., strengthening networks 

We aim to enhance our strategic partnerships to 
include Fortune500 Indian companies and even a 
few global ones such as IBM, Infosys, Royal Dutch 
Shell, ING, Tata group and even global entities - 
Softbank. Kalaari etc., aiming a H2H connectivity, 
going forward. 
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Assessing, predicting and delivering baseline performance  

Companies usually assess their capabilities and setting up preferences based on current 
business opportunities rather than creating sufficient interconnected paths that eventually 
deliver control over segment of market that it captures, thus creating a market cap, 
enhancing brand value and determine optimal pricing for each product or service.  

A good target is driver to any business and full of opportunities that company can 
engage to create market momentum. It focuses on generating insight rather than mere 
information, and is ambitious and approachable. Ambitious, as it impacts business and 
approachable as it has access to the resources and capabilities to succeed.  

Strategy – Tools for business decision-making 

Strategy aids decision makers determine risk, weigh outcomes, and quantify costs and 
benefits associated with every business decision, assess choices etc., wherein companies 
can foresee events to come and take decisions beforehand in line with company’s vision.  

Also known as boardroom consulting, Formulating goal-based advisory uses current and 
historical facts to make predictions about markets, business operations’ outcomes and 
growth outcomes, including seizing available market opportunities, business and 
competitive intelligence, benchmarking current position, buyouts as well as seizing 
essential advantages working alongside businesses’ C – level executives.  

Globalization, technology growth and economic interdependencies  

Companies usually target their operative investments at their distinctive capabilities. These 
are the capabilities along with firm’s integrated business processes that serve customers in 
ways that are differentiated from competitors and create an organization's formula for 
success and therefore offer the richest targets that maximize stakeholder value.  

A good business target becomes driver to a business and offers opportunities that 
companies can engage in to create market momentum. It focuses on generating insights 
rather than merely interpreting information, and is ambitious and approachable. 
Ambitious, as it impacts business and approachable as it has access to the resources and 
capabilities to succeed.  
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Investment Banking For Business  

Services for end-to-end business associations viz. 
mergers, acquisitions, carve-outs, divestitures, and/or 
cover related services key essentials for: - 

Business Valuations and term-sheeting 
Strategic Finance and value enhancements 
Underwriting and associated legal activities, OR 
Synergizing via higher scale/scope ops etc. 

What Services are included by boutique IB?  

-Deal making to include vetting synergies and 
value-additions between companies. 

-Deal Structuring, preparation of road map for 
deal for successful closures. 

-Market making activities for either side, with 
regards enhancing value additions. 

-Strategic financial advisory, with a long-term 
perspective to impact multi-fold, a firm’s market 
equity or book value 

-Deal negotiations with other side advisors, CAs 
or cross border acquirers 

-Deal valuations specific to meet objectives of 
companies that boutique bankers represent. 

-Business audits to optimize and enhance, scope 
and scale of business. 

-Compare company performance with existing 
businesses in same segment. 

-Cover all drafting, term-sheeting and 
underwriting processes of representing firm. 

-Risk management of business activities etc. 

What is Investment Banking?  

Investment Banking are a series of advisory services 
for corporate tie-ups, sell outs, mergers, JVs, 
acquisitions, valuations, spin-offs etc. wherein an 
official trade-in of firms takes place, through 
contractual obligations towards sell-side and buy-
side. 

An investment bankers, is a company representative 
that is appointed by either sides for furthering their 
professional activates related to objectives of the 
company. 

Investment banking is also either a specific division 
of banking related to the creation of capital for other 
companies, governments and other entities, or an 
independent financial advisory for assisting 
companies raise capital and create wealth. 
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Why Analytics?  

Understanding the customers and building a right audience for your 
product(s) and/or service(s) had always demanded innovative & 
revolutionary ideas in the past. In today’s scenario, with the evolution 
of Analytics, a Manager is no longer required to be extraordinarily 
skilled, as he/she gets useful insights from simple process optimizations 
that can be singularly, or collectively, outsourced to IT Analytics firms, 
like ours.  

Beyond the obvious sales uptick(s) and lead generation applications, 
analytics points uniquely of its existence, and has taken over most IT 
sourcing by storm.  

Analytics offers a diagnostic view as to how a company’s campaigns 
and initiatives are really performing and what does it take to 
assimilate great involvement with clients. 

How does Analytics work?  

Most companies recognize that they have 
opportunities to use data and analytics to raise 
productivity, improve decision-making, and gain 
competitive advantage.  

But actually mapping out an analytics plan is 
complicated. You have to set a strategy; draw a 
detailed road map for investing in assets such as 
technology, tools, and data sets; and tackle the 
intrinsic challenges of securing commitment, 
reinventing processes, and changing 
organizational behavior.  

Collect>>Process>>Configure>>Report 
  
Deciding which data to use (and where outside 
your organization to look), handling analytics 
(and securing the right capabilities to do so), and 
using the insights you've gained to transform your 
operations, are the key challenges involved in 
each project. 

What is Analytics?  

Data analytics (DA) is the science of examining raw data with the purpose of drawing conclusions about in 
response to a query with respect to that information. Analytics is used in many industries to allow companies 
and organization to make better business decisions and in the sciences to verify or disprove existing models 
or theories.  

Data analytics is distinguished from data mining by the scope, purpose and focus of the analysis. Data 
analytics focuses on inference, the process of deriving a conclusion based solely on what is already known 
by the researcher, by forming, or without, a verifiable hypothesis. It usually uses assumptions that aid an 
analyst to a certain degree of confidence level, to approve or not to, a management issue. 
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Inno-Vest Advisors 
www.inno-vest.com 

 Inno-Vest Mumbai co-office 
 
16th Floor, Regus, 
Maker Towers E, Cuffe Parade, 
Mumbai - 400005 
+91 22 3946 4393 
Digvijay Madàmē 
 
Inno-Vest Pune 
 
Abhirutu Consultants, 
Plot no 27/28, Himali Society, 
Near Mhatre Bridge, Pune-411004 
+91 20 2545 73** 
+91 98223 941** 
Sanjay Jagtap 
 
Inno-Vest Delhi 
 
A Marketing & Telecomm, 
85, Mayur Vihar Phase -1 East Delhi 
-110091 IN 
+91 11 41244 11** 
+91 98100 801** 
A Mukherji 

Contact: 
 

+91  22 3946 4393 
 

 + 91 95457  33696 
 
 
 

Reach Us 

info@inno-vest.com 
Inno-Vest Bengaluru 

 
#1803, Elite Promenade, 

JP Nagar, Phase 7, 
Bengaluru-560078 

+91 80 **44 24** 
M Verma 

 
 Inno-Vest Malaysia 

 
24 Jalan 14/22 Seksyen 14, 

Petaling Jaya, Selangor 46100 
Malaysia 

+603 7954 92** (On request) 
+60 12675 53** (On request) 

A Doraiswamy 
 

Inno-Vest Main 
 

Plot No 97, Gajanandham, 
Sahakarnagar,  

Nagpur – 440025 
+91 712 6466 058 
+91 73870 82278 

Dr R Madamae 


